Additional Product Instructions & Illustrations
Dritz® Home: Modern Hairpin Legs (item #44709)
Modern Hairpin Leg – Item #44709-38 Antique Brass
item #44709-65 Chrome
Package contains 2 legs
Required: 3, #8 wood screws per leg.
Length is determined by depth of wood into which
they are screwed. Screws should be 3/4 the depth
of wood.
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What is a Modern Hairpin Leg?

Modern Hairpin Legs are metal replacement legs for furniture. Do you have a favorite
dresser that could use a little TLC—or perhaps a great flea market furniture find that needs
an update? Well, these whimsical legs offer a great design solution!

How do you use them?

1. Legs are designed to be placed at the bottom of a
piece of furniture, one per corner. They can be placed
parallel to the sides (A) or diagonally (B). They require
a flat piece of solid wood at the base on which to attach
the legs. Examine the base of the piece of furniture,
adding a piece of wood to reinforce the corners
if needed. All screws must go into wood.
2. Attaching the Legs: Turn piece of
furniture bottom side up. Position flat top
edge of leg against corner of wood as
desired. If positioning diagonally, place a
mark 2-1/2” from each corner; align corners
of base to these marks. Mark screw hole
positions. Drill a hole at each position.
Use a screwdriver to attach screws.
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